RE: Special Prosecutor Demand In Advance of Litigation
As a taxpayer paid entity, paid for with our taxes, we are informed that your office holds responsibility
for addressing some portion of our issue.
This issue affects not only us, but also over 300 million voters and citizens. We have set up one of the
largest media systems, ever built, to make certain the public is informed about the status of action, or
inaction, on this matter.
In 2008, we suffered an organized crime attack which major public officials benefited from, and helped
organize. While your first reaction may be: “Oh, here is another one of those fringe complainers”; you
will soon discover that the multiple lawsuits we have filed, the hundreds of thousands of pages of court,
and media, published evidence, now filed, and the tens of thousands of published, and broadcast, news
reports on this matter prove that this is a very real, substantiated, irrefutable crime and corruption
scandal which did, without question, take place. We have now made certain that all of this evidence is
duplicated, globally, in repositories everywhere, for all of the public to use, to draw their own
conclusions.
Since 2008 we have suffered stone-walling, agency “hard drive failures, harassment, political attacks
and other childish abuse from petulant politicians running for their lives as they watched over 22 of
their famous friends get terminated. From Steven Chu to Eric Holder to Robert Gibbs to many more,
we reported the crimes to them, and every “proper authority” and “followed procedure”, only to
witness some of the greatest travesties of the justice system. It is things like this that will drive the
outcome of the 2016 Elections. We guarantee it!
We designed, engineered, patented, deployed and built two of the things that California said it needed
the most for “Clean Energy”. Nobody else built such acclaimed technology, nobody else got more
patent awards, Congressional commendations, federal and media acclaim, customer requests and
positive response. Because our technology obsoleted the toxic, war-profiteering, explosive, cancercausing technology that the corrupt politicians and their Silicon Valley oligarchs held stock market
positions in, we got hit jobs put on us using taxpayer paid public resources.
You can read all of the details at thousands of sites like http://capitolcrimesquad.com, in the 60 Minutes
episodes called “The Lobbyists Playbook” and “The Cleantech Crash” and tens of thousands of other
reference points. This scandal is going to, geometrically, grow, monthly, and it is never, ever, going to
go away until there is justice. That whole: “Let's keep this quiet until after the elections” - thing...That's
not going to happen. We helped invent social media, a world of political hell is coming if we don't get
ethical treatment, and justice, right now! We never do anything illegal but the consumer rights groups,
and consultants, know every trick in the book to legally destroy “bad guys” that are still stone-walling
this. As you have seen, we sue corrupt political employees individually, now.
“I don't know what you're talking about”, is not an acceptable response because we have provided you
with hundreds of thousands of pages of evidence, this scandal is widely covered in the news and
multiple parties have filed crime reports with every known investigative entity. What was done to us
also raped every taxpayer of their freedom of choice, lost those taxpayers nearly a trillion dollars and
exposed them to toxic chemicals, all, now proven by federal and news investigations.
What will YOU do to get us that Justice?

Victims of the Cleantech Crash Scandal
cc: News, Agencies, Voter Lists

